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                                             - Tufts University
                                        Tufts is recognized as a premier university dedicated to educating new leaders for a changing world. Superb teaching and world-class research equip gr...
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                                             - The Robotics Opportunities Committee of Western North Carolina
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                    hackerspace.cs.rutgers.edu
                                             - Rutgers DCS HackerSpace
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                    legoengineering.com
                                             - Welcome to LEGO Engineering
                                        LEGOEngineering.com is a site for teachers, informal educators, parents, and anyone else who is using LEGO materials in their classroom or program.
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                                             - Town of Weston
                                        Official website Town of Weston Massachusetts
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                    firstlegoleague.org
                                             - FIRST LEGO League | FLL is the result of an exciting alliance between FIRST
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                                             - UW Courses  Web Server
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                    ni.com
                                             - National Instruments - Test and Measurement
                                        NI leverages commercial technologies, such as industry-standard computers and the Internet, to deliver customer-defined automation, test and measureme...
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                                             - A. James Clark School of Engineering, University of Maryland
                                        The A.James Clark School of Engineering at the University of Maryland, 
College Park, USA
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                    bricxcc.sourceforge.net
                                             - Bricx Command Center 3.3
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                    nxtgcc.sourceforge.net
                                             - NXTGCC
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